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Abstract
Multiplicative preconditioning is a popular SVD-based techniques for
the solution of linear systems of equations, but our SVD-free additive pre-
conditioners are more readily available and better preserve matrix struc-
ture. We combine additive preconditioning with aggregation and other
relevant techniques to facilitate the solution of linear systems of equations
and some other fundamental matrix computations. Our analysis and ex-
periments show the power of our approach, guide us in selecting most
effective policies of preconditioning and aggregation, and provide some
new insights into these and related subjects of matrix computations.
∗Supported by PSC CUNY Awards 66437-0035 and 67297-0036
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background: multiplicative preconditioning
Multiplicative preconditioning is a popular technique for solving linear systems
of equations Ay = b. Originally, preconditioning meant the transition to equiv-
alent but better conditioned linear systems MAy = Mb, ANx = b, or more
generally MANx = Mb for y = Nx and readily computable nonsingular ma-
trices M and/or N , called preconditioners. Such systems can be solved faster
and/or more accurately (see [1]–[3], the bibliography therein, and our next sec-
tion). A more recent alternative goal is the compression of the spectrum of the
singular values of an input matrix A into a smaller number of clusters, so that
one can solve the resulting linear systems more readily with the Conjugate Gra-
dient (hereafter CG) or GMRES algorithms. We, however, pursue the original
goal of decreasing the condition number of an input matrix.
Multiplicative preconditioners are closely linked to the Singular Value De-
composition (SVD) of an illconditioned input matrix, in particular to the costly
computation of its smallest singular values and the associated singular vectors.
Furthermore, the SVD-based preconditioners can easily destroy matrix struc-
ture.
1.2 Our alternative approach
As an alternative or complementary tool, we propose additive preprocessing
A ← C = A + UV H , i.e., we add a matrix UV H to an ill conditioned matrix
A to obtain its better conditioned additive modification C. Here and hereafter
AH denotes the Hermitian (that is complex conjugate) transpose of a matrix A,
which is just its transpose AT where A is a real matrix. Hereafter we also write
• (S1, . . . , Sk) for a 1× k block matrix with the blocks S1, . . . , Sk
• Ik for the k × k identity matrix
• A−H for (AH)−1 = (A−1)H
• σj(A) for the jth largest singular value of a matrix A
• ||A||2 = σ1(A) for its 2-norm
• ρ = rankA for its rank and
• cond2 A = σ1(A)/σρ(A) for its condition number.
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We call a matrix normalized if its 2-norm equals one, and we use the ab-
breviations of MPPs, APPs, MPCs, APCs, A-modification, and M- and A-
preprocessing and M- and A-preconditioning for multiplicative and additive pre-
processors and preconditioners, additive modification, and multiplicative and
additive preprocessing and preconditioning, respectively.
In this paper we outline A-preconditioning and its applications to the so-
lution of linear systems of equations and some other fundamental matrix com-
putations. In other papers we elaborate upon this outline and present further
technical details and the results of numerical tests that show the power of our
approach. The tests have been designed by the first author and performed by
his coauthors. Otherwise all this work as well as all typos and other errors are
due to the first author.
1.3 Random A-preprocessors
Clearly, we can effectively precondition a matrix if we know its SVD, but even a
random properly scaled APP of a suitable rank is likely to be a good APC. More
precisely, suppose a matrix A has full rank ρ. Then according to our analysis
and extensive experiments in [4]–[6], we are likely to arrive at an A-modification
C = A + UV H with cond2 C of the order of σ1(A)/σρ−r(A) if an APP UV
H of
a rank r is
a) random (general, sparse, or structured),
b) well conditioned, and
c) properly scaled so that the ratio ||A||2/||UV H ||2 is neither very large nor
very small.
In particular if σr(A)  σr+1(A), but the ratio σr+1(A)/σρ(A) is not large,
then an APP UV H chosen according to rules a)–c) is likely to be an APC,
that is to define a well conditioned A-modification C = A + UV H , if and only
if rank(UV H) ≥ r. We can compute the threshold integer r by recursively
incrementing its initial value from zero, updating the matrices U , V , and C,
and estimating the condition number of the matrix C. Clearly, the process can
be speeded up with the randomized binary search.
In contrast, random M-preprocessing cannot help much against ill condition-
ing because cond2 A ≤
∏
i cond2 Fi if A =
∏
i Fi.
We can apply the effective norm and condition estimators in [7, Section 3.5.4]
and [8, Section 5.3] for computing APPs under rules b) and c), as well as at
the other stages of A-preconditioning. E.g., we can check if cond2 C is as small
as desired, and if it is not, we can recompute the A-modification C for new
generators U and V chosen either again according to the rules a)–c) or (with
more work and more confidence in success) according to the recipes at the end
of Section 4.3.
Our extensive tests show that very weak randomization is sufficient for gen-
erating effective APCs, and we exhibit many general purpose APCs with various
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patterns of structure and sparseness [6, Examples 4.1–4.6]. Here is Example 4.6
from [6].
Structured and sparse Hermitian APPs. Let k, n1, . . . , nk be positive
integers (fixed or random) such that kr + n1 + · · ·+ nk = n. For i = 1, . . . , k,
let 0r,ni denote r × ni matrices filled with zeros and let Ti denote some r × r
fixed or random structured well conditioned matrices, e.g., the matrices of the
discrete Fourier, sign or cosine transforms, matrices with a fixed displacement
structure, semi-separable (rank structured) matrices, or sparse matrices with
fixed patterns of sparseness (see [9]–[13] and the bibliography therein and in
[14]). Let U = P (T1, 0r,n1 , . . . , Tk, 0r,nk)
T . Choose an n×n permutation matrix
P (in the simplest case let P = I) and define the APP UUH .
In some applications we can generate the desired (e.g., sparse and/or struc-
tured) APCs by using neither SVD nor randomization. For example (see Ac-
knowledgements), with a rank-one APC we can increase the absolute value of a
small pivot entry in the Gaussian elimination and Cyclic Reduction algorithms
without destroying matrix structure. Likewise, with rank-r APCs we can im-
prove conditioning of r×r pivot blocks of block Gaussian elimination and block
Cyclic Reduction.
1.4 Dual A-preprocessing
For a nonsingular n×n matrix A we can add a dual APP V UH of a rank q ≤ n
to the matrix A−1 and define the dual A-modification C− = A
−1 + V UH . We
can compute the matrices C− and then A
−1 = C− − V UH by inverting the
matrix
(C−)
−1 = (A−1 + V UH)−1 = A−AV H−1UHA, H = Iq + UHAV. (1.1)
We call the latter expressions the dual SMW inversion formula, which is our
simple counterpart to the primal SMW inversion formula of Sherman, Morrison,
and Woodbury [7, page 50], [8, Corollary 4.3.2],
A−1 = (C − UV H)−1 = C−1 + C−1UG−1V HC−1, G = Ir − V HC−1U. (1.2)
If we only seek the solution y to a linear system Ay = b, we can bypass the
inversion of the matrix (C−)
−1 by applying the formula
y = A−1b = z− V UHb, ((C−)−1)−1z = b. (1.3)
By extending our analysis of A-preconditioning, we obtain that cond2 C− =
cond2((C−)
−1) is likely to be of the order of the ratio σq+1(A)/σn(A) if a dual
APC V UH of a rank q has been chosen according to rules a) and b) together
with the following counterpart of rule c),
d) the ratio ||A−1||2/||V UH ||2 is neither large nor small.
Based on these observations, we readily extend our recipes for computing APCs
to computing dual APCs.
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The primal and dual SMW inversion formulae have the following simple
counterparts for expressing the determinant of the matrix A via the matrices C
and G in equations (1.2) and (C−)
−1 and H in equations (1.1),
detA = (detG) detC, (1.4)
det A = (detH) det((C−)
−1). (1.5)
2 Two impacts of preconditioning
1. Preconditioning as a means of convergence acceleration
Suppose the CG algorithm is applied to a linear system Ay = b where A is a
Hermitian matrix whose spectrum is not limited to a small number of clusters.
Then an iteration step adds the order of
√
cond2 A new correct bits per a vari-
able (cf. [7, Theorem 10.2.6]), and so A-preconditioning enables convergence
acceleration.
How much does this acceleration increase the computational cost per iter-
ation? The basic operation of the algorithm is the multiplication of an input
matrix by a vector, whose computational cost is little affected by small-rank
modifications of the input as well as by its large-rank structured modifications.
Similar comments can be applied to the GMRES and various other algo-
rithms of this kind [7, Sections 10.2–10.4], [15]–[17].
Likewise, preconditioning can accelerate the Wilkinson’s iterative refinement
algorithm in [7, Section 3.5.3], [8, Sections 3.3.4 and 3.4.5], and [18, Chapter 11].
Indeed, its iteration step adds the order of log(1/(||E||2 cond2 A)) correct bits
per a variable to the current approximate solution to a linear system Ay = b
provided an approximate inverse (A + E)−1 of the matrix A is available or just
an approximate solution z̃ = (A + E)−1v to a linear system Az = v is readily
available where, say, ||A−1E||2 < 1/2.
For another example, preconditioning can accelerate Newton’s iteration for
the approximation of the inverse as well as the Moore–Penrose generalized in-
verse of a matrix A because log2 cond2 A + log2 log2(1/δ) + O(1) Newton’s iter-
ation steps are sufficient to yield the residual norm bound δ (cf. [9, Chapter 6],
[19], and the bibliography therein).
One can enhance the power of the above tecnhiques by combining them
together. E.g., given a structured linear systems of equations, one can begin
with A-preconditioning of its coefficient matrix, then approximate a generator
for the inverse of this matrix by applying the algorithms of the CG/GMRES
type, and finally refine the computed approximation by applying a structured
version of Newton’s iteration [9, Chapter 6].
The progress in solving linear systems of equations can be extended to var-
ious related computations. For example, the solution of a polynomial system
of equations can be reduced to the solution of sparse multi-level Toeplitz linear
systems [20], [21]. One can multiply the coefficient matrix of such a system by
a vector fast (and can hardly exploit this matrix structure otherwise), but the
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algorithms of the CG/GMRES types are not much effective in this case because
the matrices are typically ill conditioned and their singular values are widely
spread out. Structured APCs of larger ranks promise critical support. We have
similar situation with some matrix methods for polynomial root-finding (see the
Appendix).
2. Preconditioning for improving the accuracy of the output.
With preconditioning we can obtain a more accurate output by computing with
the same precision. Such a power of preconditioning is well known for discretized
solution of PDEs, eigen-solving, etc., but in some areas has not been recognized
yet.
E.g., the reduction of non-Hermitian and overdetermined linear systems of
equations to normal linear systems is “the method of choice when the matrix
is well conditioned” [22, page 118]. The users, however, are cautious about this
reduction because it squares the condition number of the input matrix, which
means the loss of the accuracy of the output. Here preconditioning can be a
natural remedy.
Likewise, for a large and important class of inputs, preconditioning facili-
tates certified numerical computation of the sign of the determinant of an ill
conditioned matrix, which is required for computing convex hulls, Voronoi dia-
grams, and in many other fundamental geometric and algebraic computations
(see [23] and the bibliography therein).
3 From APPs to the output. The case of APPs
of ranks one and two
In this section and the next one we facilitate the solution of some fundamental
problems of matrix computations provided suitable APPs and the respective
A-modifications are available. In this section we deal with the APPs of ranks
one and two. We first confine our original numerical problems to computa-
tion of and/or operations with some auxiliary matrices of smaller sizes, which
we call aggregates. We overcome these problems by applying a variant of ex-
tended iterative refinement and MSAs, which is our abbreviation for advanced
multiplication/summation algorithms. MSAs can be applied to the evaluation
of any polynomial and, in combination with algorithms that approximate recip-
rocals and with error analysis, can be extended to the approximate evaluation
of a rational function, but we use them essentially just for computing sums and
dot products. We cover extended iterative refinement and MSAs in Section 6.
3.1 The Schur Aggregation
To solve a nonsingular but ill conditioned linear system Ay = b as well as to
compute the determinant detA, we can first compute a rank-one APC uvH for
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the matrix A to obtain its well conditioned A-modification C = A + uvH (cf.
Section 1).
Having the A-modification C inverted, we can apply the (primal) SMW
inversion and determinant formulae of (1.2) and (1.4), for U = u, V = v, that
is
A−1 = (C−1 − uvH)−1 = C−1 + C−1u(1− vHC−1u)−1vHC−1
and detA = (1 − vHC−1u) detC, respectively. The formulae reduce the solu-
tion of a linear system Ay = b and the computation of the determinant detA
to well conditioned computations, except for the stage of computing the value
g = 1 − vHC−1u. The latter value is absolutely small under the above as-
sumptions about the matrices A and C (see Theorem 4.1 in Section 4.1), and
so its computation cancels many its leading significant bits. We overcome the
problem by extending the iterative refinement algorithm.





and the Schur complement of its block C. For n > 1, this scalar is
a Schur aggregate, and the reduction to its computation from our original task
is the (primal) Schur Aggregation. We combine such an aggregation technique
with A-preconditioning. This is a new feature versus the aggregation methods
in [24] (our ancestor), which in the 1980s evolved into the Algebraic Multigrid.
Now suppose we have an ill conditioned matrix A where σ1(A)  σ2(A)
and the ratio σ2(A)/σn(A) is not large. In this case we define the dual A-
modification C− = A
−1 +vuH . According to Section 1, the matrix C− is likely
to be well-conditioned for two random properly scaled vectors u and v. Instead
of its direct computation, however, we first compute its inverse (C−)
−1 defined
by the dual SMW inversion formula of (1.1) for U = u, V = v, that is
(C−)
−1 = (A−1 + uvH)−1 = A−Avh−1uHA, h = 1 + uHAv.
For n > 1, h is the dual Schur aggregate, and its computation is the dual Schur
Aggregation. We can apply it to the solution of a linear system Ay = b via
equation (1.3) for U = u, V = v, that is
y = A−1b = z− vuHb, (C−)−1z = b,
as well as to computing the determinant detA = (1 + uHAv) det((C−)
−1).
Besides computing the reciprocal of the scalar h and the inversion of a well
conditioned matrix (C−)
−1, we only use additions and multiplications, which
we perform error-free by applying MSAs.
3.2 Computations in the null space of a matrix
Given an n×n matrix A of rank n−1, suppose we seek its nonzero null vector y,
such that Ay = 0. Let a rank-one APP uvH define a nonsingular A-modification
C = A + uvH . Then y = C−1u, so that the problem is essentially reduced to
solving a nonsingular linear system of equations Cy = u.
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For a pair of properly scaled random vectors u and v, the ratios σn(C)/σn−1(A)
and (cond2 C)/ cond2 A are likely to be neither large nor small (cf. Section 1).
If so, the A-modification C is well conditioned if and only if so is the matrix A.
In this case we remove singularity with no numerical sacrifice [25].
Now suppose the ratio σ1(A)/σn−2(A) is not large, but σn−2(A) σn−1(A).
Then the above technique would have defined ill conditioned A-modification,
but we can repair this defect by choosing an APC of rank two. Namely,
for a pair of properly scaled n × 2 well conditioned random matrices U =
(u, u1), V = (v, v1) that generate the APP UV
H , we can expect that the
ratios σ1(C)/σn−1(C) and σ1(C1)/σn(C1) are not large but σn−1(C) σn(C)
for C = A + uvH and C1 = C + u1v
H
1 = A + UV
H .
In this case Ay = b for the vectors y = C−1Ux and x 6= 0 such that
AC−1Ux = 0. We have reduced the search for a null vector y of an n × n
matrix A to the similar problem for its n × 2 null aggregate AC−1U . We call
this technique the Null Aggregation. We have AC−1U = UG where G = I2 −
V HC−1U , and so the original problem can be reduced to the case of 2×2 input
if the matrix U has full rank two.
The homogeneous linear systems AC−1Ux = 0 or Gx = 0 have a nontrivial
solution x. Numerically, we would approximate the vector x by applying the
orthogonalization and least-squares methods [7, Chapter 5], [8, Chapter 4], [26],
[27], but we must first compute the matrix G with a high precision, overcoming
the cancellation of many leading significant bits in its diagonal entries. Numer-
ical benefits and limitations of this approach are quite similar to the case of the
Schur Aggregation (see Sections 3.1 and 4.1).
3.3 Extension to the algebraic eigenproblem
An eigenvector of an n × n matrix A associated with an eigenvalue λ is a null
vector of the matrix λI − A, and we can incorporate A-preconditioning and
the Null Aggregation into the inverse power iteration for refining an eigen-
value/eigenvector pair. (This iteration is also called the inverse iteration and
the Rayleigh quotient iteration. We will use the abbreviation IIRQ.) The incor-
poration enables us to replace the solution of an ill conditioned linear system
with the solution of a well conditioned one in each IIRQ step. An obvious
benefit for sparse and/or structured input matrices A is a chance for applying
the GMRES and CG algorithms. In spite of this simplification of every inverse
iteration step, we do not need to increase the number of these steps, according
to our extensive tests [28]. These techniques effectively approximate a single
eigenvalue or a cluster of eigenvalues separated from the other eigenvalues of an
input matrix (cf. [29, Section 4.4]).
3.4 Extension to the solution of a linear system of equa-
tions
The Null Aggregation can be readily extended to the solution of a nonsingular
but ill conditioned linear system of n equations with n unknowns, Ay = b, where
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the ratio σ1(A)/σn−1(A) is not large but σn−1(A)  σn(A). The null vector
computation is a special case where b = 0, but also vice versa the solution






of the matrix (−b, A). We can symmetrize this matrix or just
append a zero row to it (to yield a square matrix) and then apply the techniques
discussed at the end of Section 3.2.
4 Extension to general ill conditioned input ma-
trices
Let us extend our methods to n×n nonsingular ill conditioned matrices A with
σn−k(A)  σn(A) > 0 or σ1(A)  σk(A) for k > 1. In this case we must use
APPs of larger ranks to yield well conditioned A-modifications C or C−, and
so the sizes of the Schur and null aggregates increase. Otherwise the extension
is quite straightforward unless we run into ill conditioned aggregates. (Surely
this occurs where σi+1(A) σi(A) for more than one subscript i, but for larger
dimensions n also where, say, 2 ≤ σi+1(A)/σi(A) ≤ 3 for all i, in which case
cond2 A ≥ 2n−1.) If so, we must overcome some additional numerical problems.
We outline the respective modifications of our aggregation methods in the
next three subsections. As before, we assume square matrices A. We extend this
study to the case of rectangular matrices A and cover further technical details
in other papers.
4.1 The Schur Aggregation
Suppose we have computed an APC UV H of a rank r < n and a well conditioned
nonsingular A-modification C = A + UV H for an ill conditioned nonsingular
n× n input matrix A. Now the (primal) SMW inversion formula (1.2) reduces
the linear system Ay = b to the r + 1 linear systems C(W, z) = (U,b) with the
coefficient matrix given by the A-modification C and to the n linear systems of
equations GXH = V H with the coefficient matrix G = Ir−V HC−1U . Likewise,
equation (1.4) reduces the computation of detA to computing two matrices C
and G and two scalars detC and detG.






and the Schur complement of its block C. For n > r, this
matrix is a (primal) Schur aggregate and the reduction to its computation from
our original task is the (primal) Schur Aggregation.
To analyze the Schur Aggregation, we rely on the following results in [30],
which relate the singular values of the matrices A, C, and G to each other.
(Here we state these results in a simplified form, for square matrices A and C.)
Theorem 4.1. [30, Theorem 7.3]. For two positive integers n and r < n,
a normalized n × n matrix A, and a pair of n × r matrices U and V , write
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C = A+UV T and G = Ir−V T C−1U . Suppose the matrices A and C = A+UV T




(C)− σ−(C) ≤ σj(G−1) ≤ σj(A−1)σ2+(C) + σ+(C)
for σ−(C) = σρ(C), σ+(C) = σ1(C) ≤ 2, σj(A−1) = 1/σρ−j+1(A), j = 1, . . . , r.
Corollary 4.1. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.1 we have
cond G = cond(G−1) ≤ (condC)(σ1(A−1)σ+(C) + 1)/(σr(A−1)σ−(C)− 1),
||G||2 = σ1(G) = 1/σj(G−1) ≤ 1/(σr(A−)σ2−(C)− σ−(C)).
It follows that the matrix G is well conditioned if so is the matrix C and if the
ratio σn−r+1(A)/σn(A) is not large where r = rank(UV
H) [30]. In particular
numerical problems caused by a gap between the singular values σn−r(A) and
σn−r+1(A) are likely to be eliminated for both matrices C and G if the APP of
rank r has been chosen according to rules a)–c) in Section 1.
If this gap is the only source of ill conditioning of the matrix A, then the
matrices C and G are likely to be well conditioned. If so, the original numerical
problems are confined to the computation of the Schur aggregate G = Ir −
V HC−1U of a small norm. We solve these problems by extending iterative
refinement and if needed applying MSAs [30], [31].
If the ratio σn−r(A)/σn(A) is large, then the matrices C and/or G are still
ill conditioned. For larger ranks r the A-modification C is likely to be well
conditioned, but the aggregate G is not, whereas this property is reversed for
smaller ranks r (if r = 1, then cond2 G = 1, but cond2 C can be large). We can
reapply the Schur Aggregation to such ill conditioned matrices C and/or G, but
we must compute these matrices with a higher precision to yield uncorrupted
matrices V HC−1, C−1U , UG−1, or G−1V H . This would mean a higher com-
putational cost except for matrices G of smaller sizes, which can be inverted
efficiently with the GMRES or CG algorithms.
4.2 The dual Schur Aggregation
The dual Schur Aggregation is the Schur Aggregation associated with dual A-
preconditioning, that is A-preconditioning of the matrix A−1. Suppose we have
computed a dual APC V UH of a rank q < n and the well conditioned inverse
(C−)
−1 = A − AV H−1UHA of the dual A-modification C− = A−1 + V UH
(cf. equation (1.1)), where the matrix H = Iq + U
HAV is the dual Schur
aggregate. Then equations (1.1) and (1.3) reduce a linear system Ay = b
to linear systems with the coefficients given by the dual Schur aggregate H,
where cond2 H has the order of the ratio σ1(A)/σq(A). Likewise, equation (1.4)
reduces the computation of detA to computing two matrices (C−)
−1 and H
and two scalars (detC−)
−1 and detH.
Unless the latter ratio is large, the dual Schur aggregate H is well condi-
tioned. Then, similarly to the case of primal Schur Aggregation, the remaining
numerical problems are confined to the computation of this aggregate, and we
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can overcome them by applying the MSAs. Unlike the primal case, we com-
pute the aggregate H with no matrix inversions and have no need for iterative
refinement.
If the ratio σ1(A)/σq(A) is large, then the dual Schur aggregate H is ill con-
ditioned, and we can apply primal and/or dual A-preconditioning and the pimal
and/or dual Schur Aggregation to invert it. (We must invert the aggregate to
compute the matrix (C−)
−1.) If, however, we run into a new ill conditioned ag-
gregate, we must compute and invert it with a higher precision (at a higher cost)
to support the inversion of the ill conditioned matrix H with a high precision.
4.3 Computations in the null space and extensions
Let us first extend our study in Section 3.2. Let A be an n× n singular matrix
that has a rank n− r and thus has the nullity nul A = r = n− rank A. Suppose
UV H is its (primal) APP of the rank r and the A-modification C = A+UV H is
nonsingular. Then the matrix V HC−1 (resp. C−1U) is a left (resp. right) null
matrix basis for the matrix A, that is the rows (resp. columns) of this matrix
span the left (resp. right) null space of the matrix A.
If the singular matrix A is well conditioned, then so is the A-modification
C, and we avoid singularity with no numerical sacrifice.
If rank(UV H) = nul A and if the matrix A is ill conditioned, then so is
the A-modification C = A + UV H , and we face numerical problems when we
test its nonsingularity. To counter them we can keep our APP well conditioned
and recursively increase its size. E.g., we can recursively add to the input
matrix C0 = A some suitable rank-one matrices u(k)v(k)
H , compute the pairs of
generator matrices Uk = (u(j))
k
j=1 and Vk = (v(j))
k
j=1 and the A-modifications
Ck = Ck−1 +u(k)v(k)
H = A+UkV
H
k for k = 1, 2, . . . , and output the matrices
U = Uk, V = Vk, UV
H = UkV
H
k , and C = Ck as soon as we arrive at a well
conditioned A-modification Ck.
At this point the row (resp. column) span of the null aggregate V HC−1 (resp.
C−1U) contains the left (resp. right) null space of the matrix A. Moreover, we
can obtain a left (resp. right) null matrix basis ZHV HC−1 (resp. C−1UX) for
the matrix A as soon as we obtain a left (resp. right) null matrix basis ZH
(resp. X) for the null aggregate V HC−1A (resp. AC−1U), which has a smaller
size. Since
V HC−1A = GV H and AC−1U = UG for G = Ir − V HC−1U, (4.1)
we can compute the matrix basis ZH (resp. X) as a left (resp. right) null matrix
basis for the r × r Schur aggregate G provided the matrix V (resp. U) has full
rank. Numerically, we can compute the matrix ZH (resp. X) by applying the
orthogonalization and least-squares methods, but first we must approximate
the matrices V HC−1A (resp. AC−1U) with high precision, overcoming the
cancellation of many leading significant bits in this process. Then again we
apply extended iterative refinement and MSAs. If we need, we can extend the
process recursively.
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Since the eigenspace associated with an eigenvalue λ of an n×n matrix A is
the null space of the matrix λIn − A, our approach can be readily extended to
approximating the eigenvectors and eigenspaces, and we can extend our com-
ments in Section 3.3. If the singular matrix λIn − A with nul(λIn − A) = r
is well conditioned or, more generally, if λ represents a cluster of r eigenvalues
isolated from the other eigenvalues, then our A-preprocessing of the rank r can
eliminate both singularity and ill conditioning.
In particular we can achieve this by incorporating our A-preprocessing into
the IIRQ. Conversely, we can apply the inverse iteration for the eigenspace
associated with the eigenvalue λ = 0 to compute or improve approximations to
the null vectors and null matrix bases for the matrix A.
As in Section 3.4 we can reduce the solution of a nonsingular linear system





of the matrix (−b, A).
To describe another extension of the Null Aggregation, suppose we apply
it numerically to a singular well conditioned n × n matrix Ã with nullity r =
n− rank Ã. Then the same output would be computed by the same algorithm
performed error-free and applied to a small-norm perturbation A ≈ Ã, which is
nonsingular but ill conditioned and has exactly r small singular values.
For random and properly scaled APPs UV H of rank r and for C = A+UV H ,
the ranges of the aggregates V HC−1 and C−1U (that is their respective row
and column spans) would approximate the r-tail of its SVD, that is the singular
spaces associated with the r smallest singular values of the matrix A. We call
this technique the Tail Approximation.
Dual A-preconditioning and A-modification extend it to the Head Approx-
imation, that is to computing the aggregates UH(C−)
−1 of size q × n and
(C−)
−1V of size n×q. Their row and column spans approximate some bases for
the q-head of the SVD (that is for the left and right singular spaces associated
with the q largest singular values of the n×n matrix A) provided all other n−q
singular values are small.
Finally, if cond2 C for an A-modification C = A + UV
H is too large, we
can decrease it by recomputing the APP. We can simply rely on rules a)–c) for
choosing the new APPs, but alternatively (with more work and more confidence
in success) we can apply the Null/Tail Approximation to improve an APC UV H
as follows,
(U ← Q(C−1U), V ← Q(C−HV )). (4.2)
Here Q(M) denotes the k× l Q-factor in the QR factorization of a k× l matrix
M of the full rank.
Computation of the aggregates C−1U and C−HV is simpler where the matrix
C is better conditioned, and we can more readily obtain a well conditioned A-
modification C = A+UV H by choosing an APP UV H of a larger rank. Then we
can extend the transform in (4.2) to obtain an APC of a smaller rank for which
we still have cond2 C nicely bounded (cf. [4]–[6], [25]), [32]. Specifically, assum-
ing that the ratio σ1(A)/σn−r(A) is not large, whereas σn−r(A)  σn−r+1(A)
for an n× n ill-conditioned input matrix A, we can proceed as follows.
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1. (Generation of an inflated APC.) Generate an APC UV H of a larger rank,
say, of a rank h exceeding 2r.
2. (The Tail Approximation.) Compute two properly scaled and well condi-
tioned matrix bases T (U) and T (V ) for the singular spaces of the matrices
AC−U and AHC−HV , respectively, associated with the r smallest singu-
lar values of these matrices. If A is a square matrix and if U and V are
unitary matrices, then the matrices T (U) and T (V ) can be also computed
as two matrix bases for the left and right singular spaces associated with
the r smallest singular values of the matrix G = Ih−V HC−U (cf. equation
(4.1)).
3. (Compression.) Update the generators U ← Q(C−1UT (U)) and V ←
Q(C−HV T (V )). Output them and the new APC UV H .
The efficiency of these recipes has been confirmed by extensive tests in [4]–
[6], [32].
5 Aggregation for structured matrices
Unlike [24], all our present nonrecursive aggregation methods allow us to pre-
serve matrix structure. More precisely, if an input matrix A has the displacement
or semiseparable structure [9], [14], then we can choose a pair of generators U
and V with consistent structure [6, Examples 4.1–4.6] and preserve it in a few
matrix additions, multiplications, and inversions required for the transition to
the APP UV H , the A-modification C = A + UV H , and the aggregates V HC−1
and C−1U .
For an n× n structured matrix A with r small singular values, we arrive at
the structured matrices C−1U of size n × r and V HC−1 of size r × n, which
approximate matrix bases for the singular spaces associated with the r smallest
singular values of the matrix A, even where for these spaces there exist no
structured matrix bases, that is no full-rank structured matrices whose rows
(resp. columns) span these spaces.
Similar comments apply to the dual Schur Aggregation and to the Head
Approximation.
If we apply aggregation recursively, the structure of an n × n input matrix
gradually deteriorates and in O(log n) recursive steps disappears completely.
6 Extended iterative refinement and MSAs
For an ill conditioned matrix A and a well conditioned matrix C, the pri-
mal Schur Aggregation leads us to the task of computing the Schur aggregates
G = I − V HC−1U that have very small norms ||G||2 (see Section 4.1). This
means that many leading significant bits of the output entries are cancelled,
which poses a numerical challenge. We meet it by extending the iterative refine-
ment algorithm and if needed using MSAs. (Similar problems arise and similar
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solution recipes can be applied in the case of the dual Schur Aggregation, except
that in that case we less depend on iterative refinement.)
We extend iterative refinement to compute the matrix W = C−1U with
high accuracy. (We can compute the matrix V HC−1 instead). We do not
store the computed segments of bits of the binary representation of the entries
of the matrix W but immediately employ them into the multiplication V HW ,
and store the respective segments that represent the entries of the matrix G =
Ir − V HC−1U . More precisely, we begin storing these segments as soon as we
arrive at a nonvanishing approximation to the matrix G that remains stable in
some consecutive steps of iterative refinement. Since the norm ||G||2 is small,
the segments of the leading bits vanish in a number of the initial steps of the
refinement.
We can choose any pair of matrices U and V up to a perturbation within
a fixed small norm as long as this perturbation keeps the A-modification C =
A + UV H well conditioned. Likewise, in our computation of the matrices Wi =
C−1Ui we can allow any errors within a fixed small norm bound as long as this
ensures that the residual norm ui = ||Ui||2 decreases by at least a fixed factor
1/θ > 1 in each iteration.
We vary the matrices U , V , C−1, and Wi for all i to decrease the number
of bits in the binary representation of their entries. We first set the entries to
zero wherever this is compatible with the above requirements to the matrices.
Then we truncate the remaining (nonzero) entries to decrease the number of
bits in their representation as much as possible under the same requirements to
the matrices.
Apart from the approximation of the matrices C−1 and Wi within some fixed
error norm bounds, we perform all other arithmetic operations error-free, that
is we allow no errors at the stages of computing the matrices C ← A + UV H ,
Ui+1 ← Ui − CWi, Fi ← −V T Wi, and Gi+1 ← Gi + Fi for i = 0, 1, . . . , k. At
these stages, computing with the double precision can be insufficient for some
input matrices, but we can meet the challenge by applying the MSAs, which we
outline next and cover in more details in [31].
In our outline of MSAs, “addition” usually stands for “addition or subtrac-
tion”, “dpn” and “dpn-1” are our abbreviations for “number represented with
the IEEE standard double precision”, and “dpn-ν” is the set of ν such dpns,
which together implicitly represent their sum. We can represent a ((p+1)ν)-bit
floating point number with a dpn-ν where p + 1 is the double precision.
Our MSAs combine the Dekker’s and Veltkamp’s algorithms in [33] to com-
pute the product of a dpn-µ and a dpn-ν error-free as a dpn-γ for γ ≤ 2µν. To
add a dpn-µ and a dpn-ν we just combine them into a dpn-(µ + ν).
For the reader’s convenience, here is the Dekker’s basic algorithm in [33] for
splitting a floating-point number into two parts. We assume that g is an integer,
0 < g ≤ p.
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Algorithm 6.1. Splitting of a floating-point number into two parts.
function[x, y] = Split(a)
c = fl(factor · a) = fl(2ga + a) % factor = 2g + 1
x = fl(c− (c− a))
y = fl(a− x)
The shorter precision numbers x and y satisfy the equation a = x+y. Under
the common assumption that 0 ≤ dp/2e − g ≤ 1, these are the half-precision
numbers.
We use this algorithm also in our compressing summation, which rewrites
a dpn-µ as a dpn-ν for a nearly minimum ν. We must perform this operation
as soon as we encounter a swelling sum, that is a dpn-ν for a too large value
ν. This is particularly important in the computation of the residuals in the
extended iterative refinement.
To perform this operation we adjust and advance the approach in [34] (also
covered in [35]), which relies on the real modular reduction, that is modular
reduction over the real numbers. Namely, for real s and t 6= 0, we write s
mod t to denote a unique real q such that t divides s− q, |q| is minimum, and
q 6= t/2, so that (t/2) mod t = −t/2. We have the following simple lemma.
Lemma 6.1. For three real numbers a, b, and t 6= 0, we have (a mod t)(rop)(b
mod t) mod t = (a(rop)b) mod t where (rop) denotes a ring operation, that is
addition, subtraction, or multiplication.
To explain how this technique can help us, we first recall the following upper
estimates for the errors of some customary floating-point summation algorithms
that compute approximations s to the sum s∗ of h numbers s1, . . . , sh, where
sj = σ2
ej fj , σ = 1 or σ = −1, ej are integers, and fj are fractions, 0.5 ≤ fj < 1
for j = 1, . . . , h,
|s− s∗| ≤ δ+ = es+, (6.1)
s = fl(s1 + · · ·+ sh), s+ = fl(|s1|+ · · ·+ |sh|), (6.2)
e ≤ (1 + cγ)cγ, γ = h/(2p+1 − h). (6.3)
Here c = 1.12 for the customary floating-point summation in [8, Section 2.4]
provided h < 0.1 2p+1. By applying the summation algorithms in [36] one can
decrease the parameter c to one provided h < 2p+1 (cf. [36, Lemma 4.2]). The
more advanced Algorithm 4.4 in [36] supports the improved error bound
|s1 + · · ·+ sh − s| = es + eγs+ (6.4)
under (6.2) and (6.3) where c = 1 and h < 2p+1 [36, Proposition 4.5].
Now, suppose the floating-point summation of h summands s1, . . . , sh has
output s such that δ+ > |s|/2 for the error bound δ+ estimated based on equa-
tions (6.1)–(6.4). Clearly, this can only occur because |s|  maxj |sj |. Now the
recipe in [34] and [35] is to reduce the summands modulo 2d for
d = 3 + blog2 s̃c, s̃ ≥ |s|+ δ+ (6.5)
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and to repeat the computations. Here 1+blog2 s̃c is the exponent of the floating-
point representation of the number s̃, and so we can still readily recover this
number from the sum of the residues modulo 2d of the original summands sj .
Our gain is the decrease of the values maxj |sj |, s+, and δ+.
The process can be repeated recursively until we approximate the sum
s1 + . . . +sh with the relative error bound of at most 1/2. Then the exponent
d in equation (6.5) decreases. More precisely, when we replace all summands
by their residues modulo 2d, we decrease their absolute values below 3s∗. Now,
by applying the customary floating-point summation algorithms, we obtain ap-
proximation s to the sum s∗ within a relative approximation error below 2−k
where k > θp − log2 h − O(1), 1 + p is the precision of computing, θ = 1 if we
rely on the floating-point summation algorithms supporting bounds (6.1)–(6.3),
whereas θ = 2 if we rely on the floating-point summation Algorithm 4.4 in [36],
supporting bound (6.4).
Finally we can reapply the algorithm to approximate the error s1+· · ·+sh+1
for sh+1 = −s and recursively refine the approximation to any fixed tolerance
level.
To implement this approach semi-numerically, we can perform real modular
reduction by adapting the Dekker’s splitting algorithm, but we prefer to replace
the real modular reduction itself with this splitting, to deviate less from the
pure floating-point computations. Namely, our algorithm for the summation of
h numbers performs only floating-point operations except that it accesses the
exponent d of equation (6.5) as soon as the current approximation s to the
sum s∗ is updated. We easily deduce that in every updating the exponent d
decreases by at least k ≥ θp− log2 h−O(1), whereas the absolute value of the
approximation s and the error bound δ+ decrease by the factor 2
k.
As soon as we obtain the exponent d in equation (6.5), we apply Dekker’s
algorithm for a = sj and g = ej + p + 1 − d to split every summand sj into
two subsummands, xj and yj such that xj + yj = sj and the subsummand xj
is obtained by rounding the summand sj to the level of 2
d.
Then we reapply the algorithm to compute the sum x = x1 + . . . + xh. We
observe that |x|2d is an integer not exceeding h and thus has at most dlog2 he
nonzero bits. Therefore, the sum x can be readily computed error-free.
At this point we rewrite our sum s1 + · · · + sh as x + y1 + · · · + yh where
|x| < (h+1)2d and |yj | < 2g for all j. Now we reapply our algorithm to compute
the sum within the relative error of at most 2−k for k ≥ θp − log2 h − O(1).
This leads to the same results as in the approach based on the real modular
reduction, but now, besides the floating-point operations, we just periodically
access the exponent d.
We perform this operation rarely, and moreover its cost is not high. The
IEEE floating point standard defines the function logb(x) to extract the signif-
icand and exponent of a floating point number. Floating point units (FPUs)
in Intel’s Pentium processor family provide hardware implementations of an in-
struction, FXTRACT, offering a superset of the logb(x) functionality [37]. For
double precision floating point numbers, the FPU of the Pentium 4 processor
can execute the FXTRACT instruction in 12 cycles [38] (almost three times as
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fast as the same FPU handles division). Because FXTRACT is a floating point
instruction, the FPU can overlap the early cycles of FXTRACT with late cy-
cles of various other floating point instructions when they immediately precede
FXTRACT, thereby allowing further speed up [38].
The construction is most effective for computing a dot product whose abso-
lute value is much less than that of its absolutely maximal term. In this case
(precisely of our current concern) many leading significant bits of the output
value are cancelled. Our MSAs determine these bits and cancel them. Then the
routine summation with double precision outputs the sum with a high precision.
7 The preceding study
Small-rank modification is a known tool for decreasing the rank of a matrix [39],
[40], fixing its small-rank deviations from the Hermitian, positive definite, and
displacement structures, and supporting the divide-and-conquer eigen-solvers
[7], [41], [29], but these isolated efforts have not been identified as additive
preconditioning in matrix computations. The discussions that followed the pre-
sentations by the first author at the International Conferences on the Matrix
Methods and Operator Equations in Moscow, Russia, in June 20–25, 2005, and
on the Foundations of Computational Mathematics (FoCM’2005) in Santander,
Spain, June 30–July 9, 2005, revealed only a few other touches to what we call A-
preconditioning. They were sporadic and rudimentary versus our present work.
We are aware of no earlier use of the nomenclature of A-preconditioning and
APCs as well as of no attempts of devising and employing random and/or struc-
tured primal and dual APCs, studying APCs and their affect on the rank and
conditioning systematically, relating the APCs to aggregation, iterative refine-
ment, and MSAs, improving APCs based on the Null Aggregation, or applying
them to numerical approximation of the bases for trailing singular spaces of ill
conditioned matrices.
We arrived at A-preconditioning while applying the inverse (Rayleigh quo-
tient) iteration for the algebraic eigenproblem with semiseparable input to poly-
nomial root-finding (see the Appendix). While elaborating upon the application
of APCs to eigen-solving, we also observed applications to the null space com-
putations, constructed random and structured pseudo random ACs and APCs,
estimated their affect on conditioning, defined various classes of primal and dual
APCs, and devised all our aggregation techniques for the transition from APCs
to the solution of linear systems and computing determinants.
8 Further research subjects
We have introduced the large new areas of A-preconditioning and aggregation
and have demonstrated their great potential impact on some most fundamen-
tal matrix computations. Clearly, many subjects in these areas invite further
theoretical and experimental study, e.g.,
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• the approximation and error analysis for the Tail and Head Approximation
based on A-preconditioning
• the analysis of recursive numerical application of the Schur and Null Ag-
gregation to singular and nonsingular ill conditioned matrices having mul-
tiple jumps in the spectrum of their singular values
• the comparison in efficiency of the primal and dual Schur Aggregation
with each other and with the Null Approximation as well as the combined
application of these techniques to solving linear systems of equations
• decreasing the running time and memory space in our MSAs.
Recalling that the aggregation methods in [24], based on M-preconditioning,
evolved into the Algebraic Multigrid in the 1980s, we now ask whether our A-
preconditioning and aggregation methods will eventually evolve into A-Algebraic
Multigrid. Will they be ever extended to yield other classes of effective precon-
ditioning and/or aggregation methods?
Among nontrivial techniques of this kind that could be pointers to such
extensions, we recall trilinear aggregating in [42]. This technique has been an
indispensible ingredient in the design of the currently fastest algorithms for
n × n matrix multiplication. This includes the fastest known algorithms for
both immense dimensions n [43] and moderate dimensions n from 20 to, say,
1020 [42], [44], in which case we have efficient numerical implementations [45],
[46].
Our further research directions also include applications to solving systems
of multivariate polynomial equations. We refer the reader to [47] on application
of A-preconditioning and the Schur Aggregation to computing determinants.
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Appendix. Application to polynomial
root-finding
Polynomial root-finding is an example of further applications of A-precondi-
tioning and aggregation. This is a classical and highly developed subject but
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is still an area of active research [48], [49]. Increasingly popular are the ma-
trix methods for appriximating the polynomial roots as the eigenvalues of an
associated generalized companion matrix. Matlab computes relatively crude ap-
proximations to the polynomial roots by applying the QR eigen-solver to the
Frobenius companion matrix. Malek and Vaillantcourt in [50] and [51] and For-
tune in [52] recursively apply the QR algorithm to a diagonal plus rank-one
(hereafter DPR1) generalized companion matrix, updating it whenever new ap-
proximations to the roots are computed. This process turns out to be highly
effective.
In [53] similar approach employs the IIRQ iteration instead of the QR it-
eration. This decreases the running time per iteration step from quadratic to
linear due to the structure of the DPR1 matrices (and similarly for the Frobe-
nius matrices and for the shift-and-invert enhancement of the Lanczos, Arnoldi,
Jacobi–Davidson, and other eigen-solvers). The idea of exploiting DPR1 matrix
structure for polynomial root-finding first succeeded in [53] and then again in
[54] and [55] (cf. also [56]), which caused substantial interest among the experts
on semiseparable matrices.
According to the test results in [53] the IIRQ iteration is quite effective for the
DPR1 and Frobenius matrices, so that the algorithm is already slightly superior
to the Durand–Kerner’s (Weierstrass’) celebrated root-finder. Application of
A-preconditioning and aggregation should further enhance the power of this
approach.
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